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Abstract

Exploration of EPM 13841 by Gulf Resources Limited (“GRL”) has been delayed
during 2009 pending Native Title clearance resolution.. Activities completed during
the year comprise data review.

The Silver Dollar tenement hosts granite derived gold-copper-silver-lead
mineralisation. The main surface expression within the tenement is a previously
mined gossan located on the regional Silver Dollar Fault structure. Rock chip assays
are reported containing up to 10 g/t gold and 3.6 % lead with associated copper.
Drilling along the fault discovered shallow drill intercepts to 5 g/t Au. Stream
sediment results downstream from the outcropping gossan are reported at 1.1 ppb
gold.

Airborne magnetic data indicate the Carr’s granite at shallow depth. The exploration
target is large tonnage gold and associated base metal mineralisation in the
carapace – roof zone of the granite and in the highly altered metasediments adjacent
to the contact zone.

Exploration activities during the second year of tenure comprised purchase and
processing of the detailed magnetic survey flown by Normandy, integration with the
regional magnetics and gravity data sets, purchase of the Landsat scene and
imaging and soil sampling.

During the third year of tenure delays caused by the late and severe wet season
affected the planned drilling and geophysical programmes. Results of the previous
year’s soil sampling programme were used to assist targeting of drillholes on
alteration and magnetic anomaly targets.

This fourth year of tenure resulted in completion of a ground IP and R.C. and
diamond drilling programmes. Reverse circulation drilling was completed in several
areas. Infill and strike extension holes were drilled at the Silver Dollar workings with
results confirming but not significantly improving previous results from Kings
Minerals. Two other targets with geochemical anomalies and favourable airborne
geophysical and Landsat interpretations were tested with limited success. Interpreted
results from the ground IP survey were encouraging. A conductivity anomaly was
detected in the north western part of the tenement and was tested by diamond drilling
to a vertical depth of 390 metres with encouraging results. Wide hydrothermal
alteration zones were intersected with strong silicification, carbonate alteration,
stockwork quartz veining and breccia zones. Presence of disseminated and vein
hosted pyrite, pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite, sphalerite and galena plus progression to a
higher temperature alteration assemblage with depth indicate the drilling has
penetrated the upper part of a zoned intrusive system.

Keywords: Chillagoe, Proterozoic ,Georgetown Inlier, McDevitt Metamorphics,
Carboniferous Granite, Carr’s Granite, McCord Granite, Palmerville Fault, Silver
Dollar, Tate River Tin, Gold, Silver, Copper, Zinc, Lead, IP, Diamond Drilling.
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Introduction

EPM 13841 is situated approximately 30 kilometres south of Chillagoe in north
Queensland. Access is provided to the area from the east by bitumen road to
Almaden and then by graded gravel to Crystalbrook Homestead. From the west
access can be made road the Chillagoe – Bolwarra graded unsealed road, by several
formed and graded station roads. Undulating low hills dissected by intermittent
streams cover most of the area.  The environment can be described as Tropical
Savannah woodland dominated by Eucalypts (Ironbark sp.) and Melaleuca spp. in
riparian habitats. Soil quality is poor resulting in sparse ground cover dominated by
spear grass (Heteropogon contortus).  Small termite mounds are ubiquitous.  Tree
cover is mostly open allowing much of the area to be traversed by four wheel drive
vehicle during the dry season with careful driving.

The prospect contains areas of historic alluvial tin mining associated with the Tate
Tin Field. The Silver Dollar gossan is located on a regional NW trending fault which
has been prospected with historic diggings. Work carried out prior to GRL acquiring
the tenements culminated in a limited R.C. drilling programme by Kings Minerals that
focussed on a small section of the Silver Dollar fault strike near the old workings
(called Pillar Mine in Poseidon reports). Assay results from that drilling included:

2 metres @ 1.6 g/t Au, 2.9% Pb, 2.9% Zn, 60 g/t Ag
3 metres @ 1.1 g/t Au, 2.4% Pb,  2.5% Zn, 49 g/t Ag
6 metres @ 1.9 g/t Au and 2 metres @ 5.3 g/t Au

Potential for more extensive mineralisation is evident in the broad distribution of
mineralisation overlying a shallow apophysis of the Carr’s Granite to the north of the
fault trace that is associated with numerous small scale gold prospects. Previous
and recent work has tested near surface mineralisation and anomalism with limited
success. Emphasis shifted to exploring for deeper targets by re-assessing the
structural information available from airborne geophysics and geological mapping
followed by a ground IP survey over the Silver Dollar fault zone. Several targets
were developed and drill tested. Results from the diamond drilling of the IP
interpreted conductivity anomaly were encouraging but inconclusive.

Location and Tenure

EPM 13841 originally consisted of 8 sub-blocks located on Crystalbrook Station, 32
km south of Chillagoe in north Queensland. The tenement was granted to Mr Wayne
Kernaghan on the 22nd of October, 2003 for 5 years. In 2007 the area of tenure was
reduced to 6 sub-blocks as per statutory requirements. Details are shown below in
Table 1 and the location is shown in Figure 1.

Map Sheets Block ID Map Block Sub-block
SE55-5 Atherton Town 1085 z
7763 Mungana Town 1086 v, w

Town 1157 e.
Town 1158 a, b

TABLE 1 TENURE DETAILS
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FIGURE 1 TENEMENT LOCATION MAP

Geology
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Situated in the north eastern corner of the Georgetown Province, the tenement
covers rocks of the Palaeoproterozoic McDevitt Metamorphics. Geology of the
tenement is dominated by a pronounced WNW structural fabric, with the Carr’s
Granite (Ootann Super suite) to the north and McCord Granite (O’Brien’s Ck Super
suite) to the south. Foliation and folding in the meta-sediments and amphibolites of
the McDevitt Metamorphics is truncated by the prominent WNW trending Silver Dollar
Fault and accessory faults.

Pervasive structural orientations in the area are evident in the geophysical images.
The NW-NNW structural grain, which is prominent in the radiometrics image is sub
parallel to the Palmerville Fault and Georgetown Inlier margin and corresponds
(locally) with the orientation of lithological layering in the McDevitt Metamorphics.
The magnetics image displays the WNW trend controlling emplacement of the Carr’s
Granite and dextral fault structures in the Metamorphics. A complementary sinistral
NE fault set is also apparent. These structural orientations reflect the basement
structural grain in the region and have acted as significant control in focussing
mineralising fluids as can be seen in the distribution of stream sediment and rock
chip sample anomalies. The Silver Dollar tenement lies on a major WNW trending
fault that has controlled the emplacement of the mineralised Carr’s Granite (Ootann
Super suite) into Proterozoic metasediments of the Georgetown Inlier. Other Permo –
Carboniferous granites of the North Queensland Igneous Province host world class
gold mineralisation at Mt Leyshon, Kidston and Red Dome as well as widespread tin,
tungsten – bismuth, molybdenum and lead – zinc mineralisation. The margins of the
Carr’s Granite are highly mineralised and consistently anomalous in gold.

Mineralisation

Hydrothermal alteration and related mineralisation is associated with numerous
extension fractures and breccia zones, pervasive silicification and stockworked
veinlets and lenses of quartz - scorodite gossan and gossan. These zones vary from
40m to plus 100m in length and up to several metres in width; the largest of these
zones being the Silver Dollar Prospect which extends over 1600m with widths of up
to 7m along the Silver Dollar Fault. The mineralised signature at the Silver Dollar
Mine consists of an earlier gold – quartz phase with a later lead-silver-arsenic +
bismuth + copper phase associated with quartz- pyrite – sericite-chlorite alteration.

Other areas show a concentration of altered/mineralised fractures (some with altered
rhyolite porphyries) within broad zones ranging from 0.5 to 2.0 km2; in particular the
M2 prospect. These alteration zones are interpreted as upper level expressions of
shallow fractioned apophyses of the Carr’s Granite. Mineralisation encountered in
the area clearly has been structurally controlled during and after emplacement of the
nearby granitoids and has a complex poly-metallic character consistent with mid-high
level magmatic hydrothermal systems rather than deeper magmatic or
metamorphogenic systems ((McLean, 2006). Several discrete zones of low magnetic
intensity in the eastern portion of the EPM are associated with high stream sediment
gold results. Surface expression is muted and comprises subtle pervasive
silicification intensifying to silica replacement of the biotite schist to give bladed
replacement quartz outcrops on permeable zones. This bladed silica replacement
texture is seen at the Anastasia deposit to the south west of the tenement.

Previous Exploration
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Exploration has been limited prior to 1992 as the area was reserved (RA 96) for small
scale mining.  Detailed accounts of work previously conducted in the tenement area
have been provided in open-file reports, (Clifford 1995, Duncan 1998). In summary,
during the last twenty years, the area has been explored by three companies with
limited success.  Poseidon Gold Limited (Normandy Poseidon, Normandy Poseidon
– Saracen) held the ground in the early to mid nineties and conducted an airborne
geophysics survey, geochemical sampling and mapping which delineated a number
of target areas. Poseidon/Saracen did no drilling but considered the results indicated
the mineralisation encountered was of insufficient size to warrant further attention
(Clifford 1995). Later divestment of the tenements in the Ross Mining – Saracen
merger resulted in relinquishment.  Kings Minerals NL explored the area from 1995
through to 2001 with geochemical sampling, mapping and R.C. drilling before
concluding the mineralisation styles encountered were not economically attractive
and new targets would need to be generated to permit further exploration of the area
(Duncan 1998, Seed 2001).

Subsequent reprocessing and interpretation of the Normandy Poseidon airborne
geophysics (open-file) data in conjunction with Landsat 7 imagery, geochemical
sampling results and mapping lead GRL to develop several new drill targets. A
limited soil sampling programme was employed to help define these targets.

During the fourth year of tenure GRL completed a ground IP survey plus R.C. and
diamond drilling campaigns. Results of this work are discussed thoroughly in last
year’s report. In summary, the R.C. drilling results were disappointing.  The diamond
drilling targeting an IP interpreted conductivity anomaly intersected significant
alteration and sub-economic mineralisation. Though inconclusive, the results suggest
that the chargeable anomalies represent the top of a larger system at depth and that
the main source of the IP conductivity target has not been intersected.

Current Exploration

Planned further drilling has been delayed during the Qld Government native Title
advertising process. This has been required as the tenement was originally granted
under the ( then ) alternate State provisions.
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FIGURE 2 GROUND IP CROSS SECTION SHOWING ANOMALIES

FIGURE 3 GROUND IP RESISTIVITY ANOMALY 300 RL – PROPOSED DIAMOND DRILLHOLE
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Proposed Exploration

Follow up downhole IP is being considered as a method of improving the 3D IP
interpretability in the zone below 300m depth. Deepening of previous diamond core
and R.C. drillholes and new drilling would be considered pending a favourable IP
interpretation.

One diamond core drillhole is planned to test the resistivity anomaly interpreted from
the ground 3D IP survey results. Drilling will begin when a suitable drill rig can be
contracted.
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